This paper addresses the problem of finding the optimal portfolio and consumption of a small agent in an economy. The novelty of this work is in considering that the financial market, in contrast to the celebrated Black-Scholes model, is composed of two sources of uncertainties: a Brownian motion and a continuous time Markov chain. While the Brow nian motion intends to model the normal oscillations of the asset prices, the continuous time Markov chain aims at taking into account the abrupt variations that can occur in the parameters of the asset dynamics due to changes that take place in the state of the economy. The problem is formulated in terms of classical optimal stochastic control and the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation is solved to yield the solution.
Introduction
This paper is concerned with the problem of finding the optimal portfolio and consumption of a small risk-averse investor. This problem was introduced by Merton (1969 Merton ( , 1971 and it has already been studied in a variety of settings by many authors (Aase, 1984 , Framstad et ai., 1998 , Barbachan, 2000 , Hanson and Westman, 2002 . The novelty of this paper is in studying the optimal portfolio and consumption problem of a small investor in a switching diffusion market.
The switching diffusion market, in contrast to the celebrated Black-Scholes model, is a market model composed of two sources of uncertainties: a Brownian motion and a continuous time Markov chain. While the Brownian motion describes the normal oscillations of the asset prices, the continuous time Markov chain aims at modeling the abrupt variations that can occur in the parameters of the dynamic model governing the evolution of the assets due to changes that can take place in an economy.
In fact, the idea of modeling by using switching models is not new in the finan cial literature. The seminal paper (Hamilton, 1989) , which is set in the context of discrete time models, studies discrete shifts that may occur in the growth rate of nonstationary series. On the other hand, in the continuous time set, switching dif fusion models have been used to value European options (Naik, 1993 , Chourdakis, 2000 , Guo, 2001 , to choose the correct time to buy and sell stocks (Zhang, 2001) and to deal with portfolio selection in a mean variance sense (Yin et aI., 2002) . Additionally, three simpler results in the same field may be found in Cajueiro and Yoneyama (2002b,a) and David (1997) .
In this setting, this paper intends to contribute to the understanding of the portfolio and consumption allocations of a small agent in a dynamic economy with jumping parameters. Moreover, one will see how switches in regimes may affect these optimal allocations and that, contrary to the single regime structures (Merton, 1969 (Merton, , 1971 , there are feedbacks of the system which are relevant to the agent's decision. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the switching diffusion market is introduced. In section 3, the problem described above is formally stated. In section 4, some preliminary results, which will be useful later in solving the prob lem, are presented. In section 4, the problem is solved. Finally, section 5 presents some conclusions.
The Switching Diffusion Market
This section intends to define the financial market that constitutes the object of study in this paper. In order to make the formulation precise, one should consider the following mutually statistically independent processes on a suitable probability space (0., F, P) : a) A standard Brownian motion B = {B(t),F, ;s:<::: t:<::: T}; b) A homogeneous continuous time Markov chain 0 = {O{t), .r,; s :0; t :0; T}, with right continuous trajectories, and taking values in the finite set S = {I, 2, ... , n}, characterized by p{t) = {PI(t),P 2 {t),,,. ,P n {t)}, with Pi t t) = P{O{t) = i), for i E S. Moreover, p{t) satisfies the following Kolmogorov's forward equation dpjdt = p{t)A where A = [Aij[ is the stationary n x n transition rate matrix of 0 (the infinitesimal generator of a continuous time Markov chain) with Aij :::: 0 for i oF j, and Aii = -� i "' j Ai j . Thus, the process is supposed to be conservative.
Remark 2.1 The filtration .r, represents the information available at time t and any decision should be made based on it.
In a manner analogous to the Black-Scholes approach (Black and Scholes, 1973) , one may suppose that the prices Xo of the risk-free asset and X, of the stock are given by
respectively, where the interest rate p is a constant, the appreciation rate J.1.{ 0) � ��� l Ii{i, O)J.1.i, the volatility cy{O) � ��� l Ii {i, O)CYi and I i {i,j)
symbol. The statewise processes J.Li and O"i,for i = 1, ... , n, are constant. Model (2) simply states that J.1. and CY are modulated by a Markov chain and can present n distinct values. Between jumps, if the Markov chain is in a state i E S, the variable In X, (t) is normally distributed with instantaneous mean {J.1.i -!CYj')dt and variance a"ldt. Moreover, with regard to the selection of parameters, the vari able In X, (t) may have a probability distribution similar to the normal one or a distribution that may present multimodality, asymmetry and kurtosis. Thus, this model is much more general than that which is considered by Merton (1969 Merton ( , 1971 .
Remark 2.2 When Lipschitz continuity and linear growth conditions are satis fied, equation {2} has a unique strong solution. The proof can be camed out along the same lines of the argument used in theorem 4.6 on page 128 in Liptser and Shiryayev {1977}.
Remark 2.3
The matrix A (the infinitesimal generator of the underline Markov chain) can be estimated , using a constrained optimization procedure and stochastic ap proximation methods. On the other hand, Chourdakis (2000) shows how all the parameters of model (2) may be estimated by a procedure which extends Hamilton's (1989) filter.
Remark 2.4. It is natural to require min{f.li E S} > p, a.s., since otherwise there would be no sense in investing in the risky stock.
Model (X, (t), ott)) tries to take into account a large class of significant changes in the financial structure. Examples of such changes are arrival of important new information, aggregate supply shocks, abrupt shifts in technology or sudden swings in economic policies and political regimes. More specifically, while the appreciation rate f.l( 0) is related to the state of economy or the situation of a specifi c company in this economy, the volatility 0"(0) is related to the information fl ow. In fact, there is evidence that the volatility changes over time because of many factors (Figlewski, 1989 , Schwert, 1989 , Stein, 1989 . The volatility increases during recessions and for brief periods during and immediately following panic situations. In general, a rise in volatility in these situations is due to lack of reliable information.
Two situations that can be modeled by using model (X,(t), O(t)) are presented below. One can see that these two situations are very common in emergent mar kets.
Example 2.1 Consider a company that has a client belonging to the international market as the biggest buyer of its products. It is clear that the profit of this com pany depends highly on the magnitude of the ratio of the national currency to the international currency. In general, this exchange ratio is stabilized within a band. However, a monetary shock can cause a large deviation in this ratio as well as in the appreciation rate of this company. Therefore, this appreciation rate remains (approximately) constant until a monetary shock occurs. Thus, it can be modeled by a continuous time Markov chain where each value f.li, for i E S, represents the value of the appreciation rate in each cycle.
Example 2.2 Consider the situation of an economy that is likely to have a new president that is in opposition to the present government. It is clear that some months before the elections the market will be more volatile due to the uncertainty about the new monetary policy. After the elections, the volatility will decrease, since the uncertainty returns to the standard level. Model ((X,(t), O(t)) allows taking into account these cycles of volatility.'
lIn Almeida and Pereira (2000) and Bohl et al. (2000) , one may find interesting applications of discrete counterparts of the continuous time model presented here that take volatility cycles into account.
Problem Statement
This section aims at formally stating the problem that is solved in this paper, i.e., the problem of finding the optimal portfolio and consumption of a small agent in an economy. To do this, it is first necessary to define the wealth process (or the budget equation).
So, one may denote the wealth of an agent W(t) defined on the suitable com plete probability space (n, F, P) as
where 7r is the fraction of the agent's wealth that is invested in the risky asset) thereby investing the fraction (1-11' ) in the safe one and where c is the consumption of the agent. Then, the evolution of the process (W(t), 8 (t)) is described by
and
we re lID.6.t_O t::. t = .
(5) Assumption 3.1 Let II be the set of admissible portfolio policies 11'. A process 11' : R+ x R x S --> II is called an admissible portfolio policy if 11' E [O, IJ and 11' satisfies the following conditions: a) Restriction on growth condition 11' 2 (t , x(t), ,; (t)) ::s:
where LJ and L 2 are positive constants, K( . ) is a non-decreasing right continuous junction, 0 ::s: K(·) ::s: 1, x(·) and y( . ) are continuous measurable junctions, ,;(t) is a function that assumes values in S and s :0; t :0; T. Remark 3.1 With the assumptions 3. 1 and 3.2, the equation (4) has one unique strong solution. The details of the proof is along the same lines of theorem 4.6 on page 128 and theorem 4.9 on page 142 in Liptser and Shiryayev {1977}. Assumption 3.3 In this work, the jump sizes are considered predictable in e = { e(t), ;:t; s :0; t :0; T}, i.e., one does not know if a jump will occur, but if it does, its magnitude is known. Now, one may define the so-called value function2 <l? : Is, T] x R x S -7 R. So, the problem that will be solved in this paper is formulated as follows:
Problem 3.1 Suppose that, by starting with the initial wealth W(s) = w at time t = s, a small agent' wants to maximize the performance index given by Elf exp(-'Yt) U(c)dt + exp(-'YT)U(W(T))/W(s) = w, e(s) = iI, where T is a known fixed date in the future. If the utility function U of the investor is increas ing and concave (the investor is risk-averse), then the problem is to find the value 2The value function in a continuous time optimization problem plays the same role of the optimized function in a statical optimization problem, i.e., the function that attains its optimum when the optimal policy is used.
3The assumption that the agent is small is a very signifi cant assumption which says that the behavior of the agent by himself/herself does not affect demands and prices in the economy. i.e., U(W ) = rand Ute) = � , where 0 < r < 1.
The problem 3.1 with assumption 3.4 is exactly the same problem consid ered by Merton (1969) , but now, with jumping parameters. In this problem, the small agent chooses his/her consumption and portfolio in a way to provide himself/herself the maximum utility of consumption over time, weighing it with a constant discount rate -y. In particular, assumption 3.4 plays a very important role here. Without it, this problem may not have an explicit solution or any solution at all.
Preliminary Results
This section deals with the presentation of some results that will be necessary to apply the dynamic programming methodology of optimal stochastic control theory. It follows the same lines of Fragoso and Remerly (1991) , who studied the LQG problem in this setting. Proposition 4.1 presents an essential result here. If the joint process {(W(t), O(t))} were not a Markov process, the dynamic programming methodology of op timal stochastic control theory should not be used here.
Proposition 4.2 The process ((W (t), 8(t))} has sample paths that are continuous from the right.
Proof It follows directly from equations (4) and (5).
The following defi nition is necessary to determine the infinitesimal generator of the stochastic process {(W(t),8(t))} .
Defi nition 4.1 (Semigroup Operator) One may define the operator Th on the space B (n + x n x S) of bounded Borel measurable scalar functions <ll defined on n+ x n x S = X and equipped with the norm 1I <ll 11 = sup l <ll (x) I xEX as follows: 
The two theorems below respectively present the necessary and sufficient condi tions for the existence of an optimal policy. Theorem 4.1 states that if there exists an optimal control policy associated with the problem at issue, it is given by the solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation. Thus, using this theorem, the original control problem is transformed into the simpler problem of fi nding the maximum of a real function. On the other hand, theorem 4.2 is the converse of Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation, i.e., it states that if the Hamilton-Jacobi Bellman equation has a solution, this is actually the optimal control policy. Both are fundamental results in control theory and they provide a very nice solution to the optimal stochastic control problem. Proof This proof is analogous to the proof of theorem 4.1 on page 159 in Fleming and Rishel (1915).
Problem Solution
This section aims at solving problem 3.1.
Theorem 5.1 The optimal policy {7r*, c*} that solves the problem 3.1 is given by and * (W .) (15) (16) and the value function is given by <Ii(t, W, i) = exp( -,t)g(t, i)'-r ';:" with boundary conditions <Ii(t, 0, i) = 0, for i = 1,·" ,n and where get, i), for i = 1, . . . ,n is the solution of the real positive system of
with boundary conditions geT, i) = 1, for i = 1" . . ,n.
Proof See Appendix.
With regard to theorem 5.1, several conclusions may be drawn about the opti mal allocations of a small agent in a dynamic economy with jumping parameters. One should first notice that the optimal portfolio given by equation (15) has the same form as the optimal portfolio for a single regime financial market (see Merton (1969 Merton ( , 1971 , i.e., the agent will choose his/her portfolio based on the difference (p,(0) -p(O)) and the size of the volatility 0" (0). However, there is a fundamental difference. The state of the economy (given here by a continuous time Markov chain), which is one of the feedbacks of the system, is crucial for the portfolio decision. This situation differs from the situation presented by Merton (1969 Merton ( , 1971 where no feedback of the system is relevant for the portfolio decision and, therefore, the optimal portfolio is constant over time.
The influence of the state of the economy on consumption is conditional to the value of the discount rate 'Y which measures the agent's "appetite for liquidity". Notice from equation (18) that if 'Y is sufficiently small, then the state of the economy will strongly influence the solutions g(t, i) for i = 1" " ,n) and, therefore, the optimal consumption policy [see equation (16)J through the term l:f:l';i.il ';l in equation (18). On the other hand, if 'Y is sufficiently large, the state of the economy has almost no influence on the optimal consumption policy.
Actually, as explained above, with regard to the value of 'Y, the optimal con sumption may have a volatile behavior. 7 This is not surprising. It is clear that the optimal consumption of the small agent depends on the level of wealth of the agent (this constraint is given by the budget equation 4) but also on the state of the economy. If the agent wants to maximize the optimal performance index given by equation (12) then he/she should allocate more wealth to consumption in good times for consumption and more wealth to investment in good times for investment.8
In order to more precisely take into account the consumer behavior in an econ omy with jumping parameters, an example is provided below:
Example 5.1 Consider an economy which can be modelled by a two-state contin uous time Markov chain: a) State 1 models a financial market that is down with parameters P,1 = 0.0010 and 0"1 = 0.1. Therefore, 7f1 = 0.4.
7 Actually, the consumption is smooth between jumps, but it may jump when the state of the economy changes.
SIt is worth mentioning that in this work we are not thinking about aggregate consump tion (and this is not an equilibrium model), we are dealing with the classical (microeconomic) problem where a small agent chooses between consumption and investment. To consider this agent a representative household may be a mistake. This hypothesis may go against the general macroeconomic assertion that agents try to smooth consumption over time. If the agent had this focus here (to smooth consumption over time), he/she would not be maximizing the performance index given by equation (12).
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b) State 2 models a financial market that is up with parameters /1-2 = 0.0022 and ([2 = 0.07. Therefore, "2 = 1.
Consider also that p = 0.0002, 'Y = 0.0001 and r = 0.8. Three situations will be presented: a) When the probability of state 1 and the probability of state 2 are the same, i.e., for example, A11 = -0.005, A'2 = 0.005, A21 = 0.005 and A22 = -0.005.
b) When the probability of state 1 is much greater than the probability of state 2 (In thiB situation, one can say that in this economy the financial market is almost always not good to invest in), i.e., for example, A11 = -0.005, A12 = 0.005, A21 = 0.5 and A22 = -0.5.
c) When the probability of state 2 is much greater than the probability of state 1 (In this situation, one can say that in this economy the financial market is almost always good to invest in), i.e., for example, A11 = -0.5, A12 = 0.5, A21 = 0.005 and A22 = -0.005.
As was already introduced above and as one can see in figures 1, 2 and 3, if 'Y is sufficiently small, then the infinitesimal generator of the CTMC has a strong influence on the optimal consumption in an economy. According to figure 1, when the financial market is up (state 2), the optimal consumption of an agent in an economy will be smaller than when the financial market iB down (state 1). In this case, the agent prefers to invest. On the other hand, if an economy is basically dominated by state 2 which is good to invest in, as one can see in situation 2 (figure 2), then the agent allocates a bigger parcel of his/her wealth to investment. This occurs due to the low probabilit:y of state 1 occurring. Moreover, if an economy iB basically dominated by state 1 which is bad to invest in, as one can see in situation 3 (figure 3), then the agent allocates a big parcel of his/her wealth to consumption. This happens due to the low probability of state 2 occurring. In these two latter situations, since the change of the state of the economy is unlikely, the agent will behave as he/she was in a single state economy.
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Figure 1 Plot of g ( t, i) of an economy which is modelled by a CTMC with two states which have the same probability of happening Plot of gCt, i) of an economy whose financial market is up with high probability Brazilian Review of Econometrics 2 4( 2 ) November 2 004 '00
Figure 3 Plot of g( t, i) of an economy whose financial market is down with high probability 6.
Conclusions
This paper has studied the optimal investment and consumption problem in the switching diffusion market. The proposed problem has been completely solved by means of dynamic programming arguments. The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation was solved to provide a closed solution to the problem. As one can see, the optimal investment and consumption policies in this market depend strongly on the state of an economy which is modeled by a continuous time Markov chain.
Proof of proposition 4.1
Proof Since, according to remark 3.1, equation (4) 
to is independent of (0(1), B(l)) for I :s; to, given otto); c) Since {B(t);s:S; t:s; T} and {O(t);s:S; t:s; T} are supposed to be mutually independent, it follows that Ott) is independent of FI" tol ' given otto).
Therefore, from (a) and (b), it follows that W(t) is independent of {W(v);v:S; to} given Otto). From (c) one can conclude that (W(t),O(t)) is independent of {(W(v), O(v)); v :s; to} given (W(to, Otto))· Thus (W(t), Ott)) is a Markov process.
Proof of proposition 4.4
From equation (4.1), one may write
And, from definition 4.1 and proposition 4.3
Finally, from equation (4), one can notice that
Thus, the proof is complete.
Proof of theorem 5.1
Before considering the main theorem, the following lemmas are required.
where M is a real matrix and G is a constant, has a unique solution.
Proof One should note that the system (A.4) can be rewritten as Let g(t,i) = g(t,iJ 1 -r, then
The above equation satisfies the Lipschitz condition and, therefore, has a unique solution (for details, see the theorem that deals with the existence of nonlinear or dinary differential equations on page 205 in Hochstadt (1M3). One should note that the variable g(T, i) starts at gT > 0 and if for any reason g(T,i) --> 0 then its derivative d9£�,i) becomes positive and, therefore, g(T,i) will become more positive. One should also note that system (A.3) is the forward form of the system (A.2) which is in the backward form.
Proof of the theorem
From equations (13) . 
